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“Phil Anderson has taken his intelligent, “…a helpful and hopeful analysis for
compassionate, and community-focussed where we go now.”
style of politics and applied it to some of Dr David Landrum, Evangelical
the biggest issues facing Britain today”

Stephen Metcalfe MP
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“opens a discussion we need to hold
“Phil Anderson… reminds us that in
publicly, and as soon as possible.”
politics we must enthuse and inspire, not
Guy Brandon, Jubilee Centre
just condemn”

Jackie Doyle-Price MP
Phil Anderson is a political insider from the epicentre of the EU referendum earthquake. In
2011, the borough of Thurrock in Essex stepped into the national spotlight when it came
bottom of the national league table for life satisfaction. By 2016 that disaffection and anger
had boiled over into political insurrection, and Thurrock led Britain out of the door of the
EU with one of the highest ‘leave’ votes in the country.
Starting from the underlying causes of the mass dis-satisfaction that brought us to
here, this book offers a clear vision for what a post-Brexit Britain should look like. From
unemployment to immigration, council estates to the banking industry, and local
communities to the global environment, it takes a long, hard look at what really creates
the conditions for people and communities to flourish and why we’re just not feeling it as a
nation. The answers combine radical political ideas with grassroots Essex reality; because
if the solutions don’t work for White Van Man then they probably won’t work at all.

‘Practical solutions to Britain’s Brexit blues..
. .because if they don’t work for White Van
Man then they probably won’t work at all.’
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Phil Anderson was a leader of Thurrock Christian Fellowship and of the international
24-7 Prayer movement when he felt an unexpected call into the world of politics. Within a
year of being elected in 2010 he found himself as local party leader in one of the toughest
marginal constituencies in the UK.
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Phil’s experience proves that it is possible to reach the top levels of politics without having
to hide your Christian faith. Along the way he has been co-ordinator of the National Prayer
Breakfast, a Director of the Thames Gateway Development Corporation and the Thurrock
Racial Unity Support Taskgroup, and a regular media contributor in print, radio, internet,
and occasional TV.
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Author

He is married to Lisa and has two teenage daughters.

Readership
•
•
•
•
•

Christians looking for a positive way forward for post-Brexit Britain
Anyone wishing to understand the issues underlying the Brexit decision
Anyone who listens to the Today programme or watches Question Time
Anyone who believes that we need to hear credible Christian voices in the national
political debate
Those interested in culture and society

Key selling points
•
•
•
•

Tackles the defining question of the moment: where next after Brexit?
Brings a thoughtful Kingdom perspective to the mainstream political debate
Written in an easy and accessible style but with great insight and credibility
Brought vividly to life with real-world examples from a genuine political insider
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